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1.

INTRODUCTION

IN view of the recent devdopments hx this laboratory of experimental methods
for the determination of the elastic constants of crystals by ultrasonic
methods, a detailed investigation of the namre of oscillatio~ls in quartz
plates with special reference to shear modes is taken up i~. the present investigation. From Christoffel's equationx for the propagation of sound in anisotropic media, it will be seen that in any crystal plate, Iike quartz, of a particular o¡
there ate three distiuct Velocities of propagation usua~y
corresponding to the three natural fm,~lamental frequencies of that plate.
Atanasoff and Hart, ~ by takiag suitably oriented plates and apply/ng electric
fields in various directions could obtain exPerimentaUy many different modes
in quartz plates. They determined the elastic constants for aU of them and
identitied some of them as shear modes. Later, Parthasarathy arM his collaborators, a studying the oscillatŸ of X-cut quartz plates, by the methed
of diffraction of light by ultrasonic waves, found cert~.in additional frequenejes which could not be explained either as the odd of the even overtones
of the longitudinal fmldamental. They interpreted tl'_ese as hall cdd overrones of the same lotlgitudinal fuudamental. Then Bhagavantam and
Suryanarayana suggested that shear modes could also be obtained by the
same diffraction method and they actually found that an asymmerry of
eleet¡ field in the crystal plate produces shear modes at~d even overt•nes
with considerable strength. In this laboratory other workers have subsequenfly transmitted shear modes even through non-crystalline plates by
suitable methods.5
in this paper, various methods favourable for producing shear mcdes
in quartz plates and communicating them to a liquid to get the diffzaction
patterns are iuvestigated; Methods of obtaining various types of asymanetry
of field by different kinds of silvering on the surfaces of the crystal platear, d
of introduciug varying degrees of error in the orientation of t~e X-cut
quartz plates with a view to produce and detect shear modes forro the main
~Vork.
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2.

EXPERLMENTAL DETAILS

A good specimen of quartz with well developed faces is taken and the
plates requircd are prcpared in tLis laboratory by the author. Constant
thick~:ess gadgets are utilised to get plates of unfform thickness with an
accuracy of -01 mm. P::~alld plates with the required orientation, especially
of such a low order error as 10 2 o, 3', etc., could be easily and accurately
securcd by means of fi:cfi~cd gadgets designed for the purpose. A suitable
Hai~.t~y shurltfed oscill;~l:or with a sufficiently high power is constructed and
uscd to excite cry:',tal platos piezo-el~ctr'_:caUy. The bottom electrode is an
ah'talar rir.g w'~ik, the top one is a small brass disc. The usual diffraction
methed of Debye ar, d S~-ars6 is employed to detect the resonance positions.
The freque.;~cies ar,~ m,:asured ~~ith a PhLUips heterodyne wave-me~er a n d a
r~ceiver. The liq~id used for producfi~g stationary ultrasonic waves is
carbon tetrachl£
3.

RESULTS

(a) Fully silvered X-cut plct:e
TABLE I
T h i c k n e s s o f plate = 1-02 m m .
:

F. r e.a u.e n.c y. F. Mcs,

2-8~0
~-735
8,680
11.380
14.340

NJ
I

No. o f orders

Intensity

I0
2
3
1
I

V, B
1P~, 1F
B
F
B

Order of h a r m o n i c

.w/z~
2.8~,
2.867
9.893
2.845
2.868

M e a n F t m d a m ~ a t , d == 2 . 8 5 5 Mes, V. B ~ V c r y b r i g h t ; B =~ brigh,. ; F = faint,

From Table I ~t will b~ seen that in an X-eut fully silvered quarlz plate,
only one set of fieque~~eics correspondiL~g to the longitudinal mode is obtained. Both eve:! and odd overto.:ms are observed but the intensity as well
as the number of erders of the even overtones ate found to be less than the
next higher odd overtones. The relative strengths of the even and odd
overtones in such a case will be clear from Fig. 1 in Plate XII. Attempts
to find shear modes ir. this case or the so-called half-cdd overtones have
not met with any success.

(b) Effect of different kirwls of silvering
Many types of desJlvcrmg are tried on X-r
plates, of which threr
diff~rent ones ate shown in Fig. 4. These ate found to gire distinct and
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different results. All the rest studied fall in one of 0ther of these groups
and hence they are not dr
here.

F;o. 4
TABLE I I

Plate Thick- Types of
No. aessmm, silvering

1
"

"
I'I

I 2"02
,,
,
2.~
,,

Full

Type I

Mean ~undamental frequency Mes Elastic constant

I

Type
Full
Typo III t

Long.

Shear I

1.436
1432
1.4s6
1-423

l:.;s0
1:274

.~ 91
.842

1-413

1~28~

-8i7

1 9407

Shear II

Long.

..

89.13
8s.63
sg..~o
87.54
87.23
87,98

X 10 -i~

dynes/cm. ~

! Shear I [ Shear II

70:82
i

7£
7b:8~

30-65

The irztensity of a particular mode, which occurs in ditterent types of
desilvering, is fairly constant in aU the types. The gel~eral inter.sity of shear
modes is considerably high for desilvered crystals. Moreover, desilverivg
of a.ny type increases the strengtti of the evcn overtones of the Iov,gitudinal
mode while the intensity of odd ones is reduced slightly. With desilverir~.g
of type I, besides the longitudinal frequer.r
with a fundamental of
1.436 Mes., another set laaving an entirely different fundamental namely
1-20 Mes. is observed. Both even and odd overtones of this mode up to
the 7th ate obtained. With type II desilvering also, only one shear mode,
with its overtones up to the 12th, has made its appearaece but this is different
from the previous one and has a fundamental of -750 Mes. With type IlI
desilvering, the longitudinal mode with its even and odd overtones upto the
8th, and the two torsions with their evcrtones upto the 7th for torsion I in
Table II atld upto the 10th ?of torsio¡ II ia~ Table II are obtained. In all
the ttboq~ Case~, the tr162
positior~g t~f the torsioa ruedes ~re veJ~, shalp,
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occurring as flashes at higher overtones. Their intensity is always less than
t h a t o f the corresponding longitudinal ones.
(c) E.ffects o f errors iJt vrientation : - TABLE

I

$.

Direction Orienta- iThickness
tion
mm.

X-- Y

~t

X-Z

12~
3~
4*
91176

l0 o
1~
3~
6"

!o ~

1.180
1-250
1.290
1.300

1-170

Third over tone
of the shear
modes present
No. of! Intensity
~rders I Shear 1I

~~F
2
2

9100

3
4

1-205

2

1.280
1.215
1.115

3
5
..

M
B

B
v. p,

S h;Iar I

B

V.B
..

III
Fundamental Ÿ
cies of modes
obtained Mcs.
Long. iShea r i Shear

Long. tShear I Shear
II

2,495
2.334
2-264

91.07 }

II

..

1.320
1-338
1-425

::

90-86]
90.36

~o.61 ;0:i~

2.~o

1.691 1-4oi

2.631

2,131

92.08
1-518 100-3

70.04
65.77

2.438
2.299
2"465
2-778

2-138
1.9~8
2-058
2.139

1.4~5 90.65
1.379 91.70
1-511 9~-23
..
lOl.~

69.72
68.61
65-16
61)-23

Notation for intensities : V . F . = very faint ;

V. B = very bright.

Elastie Constants

x 10 - x ~ dynes/cm. ~

F ---- faint ;

[
i

M ~= m e d i u m ;

25.77
29.77
3.5.80
~5-13
35.84
33.4O
31.99
33.01
35.73
"4

B = brfght ;

* ( X - Y ) denotes all plates obtained by rotating the plate normal about the Z-axis ~o
tbat the X-cut p l a t e a s a wholr tends towards Y-91 plato.
( X - Z ) denotez all plates obtained by rotating 'the # a t e normal about thi~ Y-axis.

In the first series of plates, the normals ate inclined to the X-axis
slighdy, i.e., 1~ 2 o, 3 o, ctc., due to rotation about Z-axis. It will be seen
from "rabie III that i:l these tases even at 1" inelination one torsion begins to
appear, though with a low intensity. The resonance of shear modes is
sharp but their intersity is low, As the inclination is increased to 2* ard 3 u
tfib intensity as well as the number o f orders of the shear ruede go on in.
ere~:sh~g. By the time an error of 4* is reaehed, the secot~d slaear mcde also
begins to appear with almost the same intensity as the first one. At 5 ~
the strength of the two torsions becomes so great that they. are almost equal
in intensity to the con'espordirg longitudinal mode. This effect is reproduced in Fig. 2 of Plate XII. At 10", the intensity of shear modes quite
excels that of the longitudinal mode. The gradual increase, in intensity
ancl irt the number of orders, with increasing error in orientation is shown
in Fig. 3 ofPlate XH where the third overtone corresponding t o shear H of
Table III at different angles is photograpbed under similar conditions. The
sl[ght difference of tI~e thickness o f - t h e plates does not affect the intensity
o f the modes.
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A second series of platos where the plate normals aro rotated about
t h e Y-axis are also studied. The results ate given in Table III. It wiU be
seen that oyen at 1~ the two shear modes appear. The intensity of the
shear mode with smaller fundamental, decreases as the orientation is in.
creased tiU finally at 10 ~ it vardshes. The intensity of the other shear modo
increases rapidly with orientation so that even at 5~ it excels that of the
corresponding longitudinal mode in strength.
AU the above platos with errors of orientation aro fully silvered before
using.
4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The occurrenr of oyen overtones in a correctly X-cut crystal oyen when
properly silvered is a well-kr~own phenomenon. This may be due to the
asymmetry of the 91
¡
inside the crystal plate caused by impeffections like twinning, etc. Bergma~n also notices tF.eir presence ii" strong and
unsymmctric electric fields ate ~pplied. But they aro less intenso becau.~e
their presence is not natural and only due to some defect. When the crystal
plate is desilvered, a non,uniformity of field is artificiaIly set up witMn the
crystal and the occurrence of oyen overtones is facilitated. Her, ce their
shooting up in intensity under such circumstances stands explaired. But
now the area over which the electric ¡
becomes effective is small ard the
general intensity is reduced. We further notice in this investigation tbat
under certain circumstances, the effect of ar. as)anmetric field is also to produce shear modes since the inclined linos of force between the electrodes
can be resolved into components in the two perpendicular directior~s in the
plane of the crystal plate. The appearance of the two different shear modos
in the two types of desilvering may be explained as foUows: In one type the
component in a particular direction may be strong enough to produce one
torsion, while in the second the componel:t in the second direction might
have attained sufIicient strength to produce the second shear and suppress
the first. The interesting resull is that efforts to get the two torsions
simultaneously have become successful with desilvering of type III. Both
aro produced here showing that components of field necessary for both are
sul¡
strong. The consta~,'~s obtained from experimental frequencies
are in good agreement with theoretically calculated ones. Instead of the
plato normal being exactly along X-axis, ir it is slightly Ÿ
either to.wards Y-axis or Z-axis, as is the case with alI the oriented platos worked
above, a comp0nent of the r
field wiU be set up in Y of Z directions
of in both depending on the ori~mtation. T~here is at once every possibility
of the shear modos being produced a s a consequence. It Ÿ observed that
cvcn ah inclination of 1" to th~ st¡
X-r
plate, eifhr towards (X-Y)
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direction or towards (X-Z) direction, is sufficient to produce sueh modes na
has been shown in this investigation. In larger orientations, the power of"
shear vibrations is very great because the electrie field deviates much from
the X-direction, so that thestrength of longitudinal ruede becomes less and
less. Thus, the explanation that such frequencies ate due to half-odd
overtones becomes prima facie unacceptable.
It remains to be explaieed how these shear vibrations ate being commurdcated to the liquid. This point has been dealt with in the earlir
publications from this laboratory already cited and is presumably due to
coupling effects by which every torsional mode also produces a corresponding
longit'udiaal distortion of the crystal plate, however smaU it may be in amplitude. But as:this is only an indircet method, the intemity of the diffraetion
pattern will not be as strong as for direct longitudinal vibrations. Elastie
constants obtained from plates with 1" inclination are without much error,
but as the orientation is increased the ruedes br
more and more complicated al:d the error in the eonstartts is increased as may be expected. The
purpose of this investigation is however not to determine the exact values
of dastic moduli. They are mainly utilized to identify different ruedes.
5. SU~MAgY
Various methods of producing torsions and their overtones in quartz
plates a:,d communicating them to a iiquid are ~vr
The effects
of different types of d esilvering and of producing slight errors in o¡
a t e Sys~matieany Studied. Three types of desitvering are found to gire
different results showing a possibility of produci~g either of the two torsions
or both in any one instance in addition to the usual longitudinal ruede.
Even ah inclinafion of lO to the ideal X-cut towards either the Y or the Z
directioas is found to be enough to produce torsions. It is also found that
as ttle inclination is inereascd, the strel3gth o f the torsions is also increased
both in ~ntensit~ and'in the number of overtones present. One charaeteristir
nature of torsions observed is their sharprmss of resonance, occurri~g as
flashes at higher ove.rtones. In a properly silvered and correctly X-cut plateo
both crea and odd overtones of the longitudiral frequcacy o~ly are observr
the illt6~.sity of even ones being less than the odd ones. Torsions and their
overtoL~esare abscnt in such a case.
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